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Abstract Detailed structural and functional characteriza-

tion of proteins by solution NMR requires sequence-specific

resonance assignment. We present a set of transverse

relaxation optimization (TROSY) based four-dimensional

automated projection spectroscopy (APSY) experiments

which are designed for resonance assignments of proteins

with a size up to 40 kDa, namely HNCACO, HNCOCA,

HNCACB and HN(CO)CACB. These higher-dimensional

experiments include several sensitivity-optimizing features

such as multiple quantum parallel evolution in a ‘just-in-

time’ manner, aliased off-resonance evolution, evolution-

time optimized APSY acquisition, selective water-handling

and TROSY. The experiments were acquired within the

concept of APSY, but they can also be used within the

framework of sparsely sampled experiments. The multidi-

mensional peak lists derived with APSY provided chemical

shifts with an approximately 20 times higher precision than

conventional methods usually do, and allowed the assign-

ment of 90 % of the backbone resonances of the perdeu-

terated primase-polymerase ORF904, which contains 331

amino acid residues and has a molecular weight of

38.4 kDa.

Keywords Automated projection spectroscopy � APSY �
GAPRO � TROSY � JIT � MQ parallel evolution

Introduction

A detailed analysis of NMR spectra requires the assign-

ment of the resonances to the corresponding nuclei; a

procedure which can be quite tedious. In particular spectra

of large proteins suffer from signal overlap in the com-

monly acquired 2D and 3D experiments, which makes

resonance assignment with these spectra time-consuming

and labor-intensive. The advent of novel sampling methods

has opened new perspectives with respect to dimensional-

ity and resolution of NMR experiments (Kim and Szy-

perski 2003; Szyperski et al. 1993; Kupce and Freeman

2003; Orekhov et al. 2003; Coggins and Zhou 2006;

Kazimierczuk et al. 2006; Jaravine et al. 2008). Auto-

mated projection spectroscopy (APSY) (Hiller et al.

2005a, 2008b; Hiller and Wider 2011; Krähenbühl and

Wider 2012) provides an efficient method for the mea-

surement and analysis of higher-dimensional experiments.

The algorithm GAPRO, the key element of APSY, cal-

culates the original frequencies of the resonances in the

higher-dimensional frequency space from the peaks

picked in 2D projection spectra. APSY has proven to

provide with this procedure accurate, artifact-free and

precise peak lists due to statistical selection and averaging

effects. These high quality peak lists are an ideal basis for

automated resonance assignments (Fiorito et al. 2006;

Hiller et al. 2007, 2008a; Gossert et al. 2011; Krähenbühl

et al. 2011; Narayanan et al. 2010).

Automated assignment procedures based on APSY were

so far limited to globular proteins with molecular weights

below 20 kDa, or when deuterated just above 20 kDa for

backbone resonance assignments (Gossert et al. 2011).

Using transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy

(TROSY) (Pervushin et al. 1997) and further optimized

experimental schemes we could significantly increase the
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molecular weight of proteins for which backbone and 13Cb

resonance assignments can be obtained with APSY. In the

following we present two sets of two mutually comple-

menting experiments. In principle, both pairs of experi-

ments supply the necessary data; but depending on the

particular application either of them provides specific

advantages. One set consists of 4D TROSY APSY-

HNCACB and -HN(CO)CACB experiments. These

experiments result directly in two 4D peak lists which can

be correlated to identify the self and sequential 13Ci/i-1
a ,

13C0i/i-1 chemical shifts for a pair of 1Hi
N and 15Ni nuclei,

and subsequently be connected for sequential resonance

assignment by correlating the 13Ca and 13Cb chemical

shifts. Further, 4D TROSY APSY-HNCOCA and -HNC-

ACO experiments are presented, which can be used simi-

larly, by correlating via the 1HN–15N and 13Ca–13C0

chemical shifts (Fig. 1). In the conventional 3D imple-

mentation the latter set can hardly be used for sequential

assignments of resonances: The matching occurs via the
1HN–15N on one side, but only via 13Ca on the other. This

situation is released in the APSY implementation where

two pairs of two very precise frequencies are available for

matching. The different sets of experiments have intrinsic

features which differentiate their potential applications (see

‘‘Results and Discussion’’).

Materials and methods

Sample preparation

The TROSY APSY experiments were performed on the

uniformly [2H, 13C, 15N]–labeled archeo-eukaryotic pri-

mase-polymerase of the plasmid pRN1, ORF904 (Beck

et al. 2010), which contains 331 amino acids (including 14

prolines) and has a calculated molecular weight of

38.4 kDa. The secondary structure of the protein consists

of 15 % b-sheets and 42 % a-helices. ORF904 was

obtained from overexpression in E. coli grown in M9

minimal medium (99 % D2O) containing [2H, 13C] glucose

and 15NH4Cl as deuterium/carbon and nitrogen sources,

respectively (Gardner and Kay 1998). For the data col-

lection, the final concentration of the protein in H2O:D2O

95:5 (v:v) was 0.75 mM as measured by PULCON (Wider

and Dreier 2006). The buffer was 25 mM sodium acetate,

75 mM NaCl, 2 mM b-mercaptoethanol, 1 mM EDTA and

NaN3 at pH 5.4. ROCHE� protease inhibitor cocktail was

added. ORF904 is highly stable and its compact fold

required approximately 4 weeks at 323 K for the back-

exchange of all amide protons.

Description of the pulse sequences

The pulse sequences of the experiments were optimized for

large proteins by including features which improve both

sensitivity and resolution. The 4D TROSY APSY-HNC-

ACO pulse sequence (Fig. 2) is based on a 3D JIT

HN(CA)CO experiment (Werner-Allen et al. 2006) which

includes [15N–1HN]-TROSY and a multiple quantum (MQ)

evolution of 13C0 coherence with respect to 13Ca. A dis-

cussion of the high sensitivity of this approach has been

presented before (Werner-Allen et al. 2006) and included

detailed comparisons with conventional TROSY experi-

ments. For our purpose we extended the constant-time 15N

evolution period into a semi constant-time period that

allows higher resolution when required.

In addition to the sensitivity advantage, the JIT-based

pulse sequence proved ideal for the inclusion of a 13Ca

evolution for a 4D experiment (Fig. 2): The full period

with transversal 13Ca, which includes the two 13Ca–13C0

transfer periods and the 13Ca/13C0 MQ element with 13C0

evolution, can be used for 13Ca evolution. Maximal evo-

lution times of 16.4 and 25 ms can be obtained for pro-

jections with only 13Ca and simultaneous 13Ca and 13C0

evolution, respectively. If conventional 3D TROSY

HN(CA)CO sequences without the JIT elements would

have been modified to a 4D sequence with 13Ca evolution,

as has been published before (Konrat et al. 1999; Yang and

Kay 1999), the evolution time would be limited to one
13Ca–13C0 transfer period (8.6 ms), and would be modu-

lated by J-coupling to 13Cb (Werner-Allen et al. 2006). The

sensitivity could be further improved with respect to the

underlying 3D ‘just-in-time’ sequence by replacing the

TROSY element with the ST2-PT (single transition-to-

single transition polarization transfer) TROSY variant

(Pervushin et al. 1998; Salzmann et al. 1999), the partial

replacement of the sinc-shaped pulses on 13C0 with

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the automated assignment proce-

dure with the peak lists of a 4D TROSY APSY-HNCACO (blue) and

a 4D TROSY APSY-HNCOCA experiment (green). For sequence-

specific assignment the peak lists are matched via 1HN–15N and
13Ca–13C0 chemical shift pairs. i, i-1 and i?1 indicate consecutive

residues
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Gaussian cascades (Emsley and Bodenhausen 1990), and a

refined water-handling procedure which keeps the solvent

magnetization longitudinal whenever possible (Hiller et al.

2005b; Grzesiek and Bax 1993).

As a result of the simultaneous MQ evolution of 13Ca

and 13C0, the 13C0 resonances are measured while the car-

rier frequency is set to the 13Ca offset, XCA (approx.

56 ppm). The 13C0 signals are thus aliased into the 13Ca

spectral region. To preserve the 13C0 signal pattern, the

sweep width in the 13C0 dimension must be an integer

fraction of the difference XCO–XCA, where XCO is the

carbonyl offset. In general, when in the indirect dimension

resonances of other nuclei evolve simultaneously to 13C0

resonances, the condition

intot sin að Þ XCO � XCAð Þ 2 N

must be fulfilled, where intot is the inverse of the sweep

width in this projection, a is the projection angle for 13C0,
i.e., intot sin(a) is the specific increment of 13C0.

The pulse sequence of the 4D TROSY APSY-HNCOCA

experiment is very similar to the 4D TROSY APSY-

HNCACO pulse sequence, including ST2-PT and MQ

parallel evolution, except that the roles of 13Ca and 13C0 are

interchanged, and no constant-time period is used to

decouple 13Ca from 13Cb. The advantage with respect to a

conventional 4D version with SQ evolution is not as sig-

nificant as for the 4D TROSY APSY-HNCACO experi-

ment; however, the possibility of a long constant-time 13C0

evolution, utilizing the transfer periods, makes the MQ

parallel evolution attractive for fields up to 700 MHz,

where CSA does not dominate the relaxation of 13C0.
For both 4D TROSY APSY-HNCACB and -HN(CO)-

CACB experiments, the 1HN/15N pulse sequence elements

are identical to the ones used in the other set of experi-

ments (see Supplementary Material), and the 13Ca/13Cb

elements are very similar to the corresponding parts in the

published 4D APSY-HNCACB (Gossert et al. 2011).

Data acquisition and processing

All experiments were measured at 323 K on a Bruker

700 MHz Avance III spectrometer with cryogenic probe,

z-gradient accessory and operating software Topspin 2.1

(Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany). For the 4D TROSY APSY-

HNCACO, 33 projections were measured within 33 h, and

for the 4D TROSY APSY-HNCOCA 33 projections within

20 h. The 4D TROSY APSY-HNCACB experiment was

measured with 35 projections within 30 h, and the 4D

TROSY APSY-HN(CO)CACB experiment was measured

Fig. 2 Pulse sequence of the 4D TROSY APSY-HNCACO exper-

iment (APSY one-letter code: aoNH). Black thin and wide rectan-

gular bars represent 90� and 180� high-power pulses, respectively.

The carrier frequencies were set to 4.7, 118, 56, and 3.8 ppm on the
1H, 15N, 13C, and 2H channel, respectively. 13Ca is decoupled from 2H

with WALTZ-16 (Shaka et al. 1983). The time periods were

s1 = 2.4 ms, s2 = 12.5 ms, T1 = 4.3 ms, T2 = 7.1 ms—D/2 with

D = pulse durations D ? C ? 180� 15N, e = 180� 15N, T3 = s2–

s1 = 10.1 ms, and initial values of 0 ls for all evolution periods. The

pulses labeled with a are selective 180� Sinc (central lobe) pulses on

water protons with a length of 1 ms; b are off-resonance 180� Reburp

(Geen and Freeman 1991) pulses with a duration of 375 ls applied on
13Cali at 44 ppm; c are 180� Gaussian cascades (Q3) (Emsley and

Bodenhausen 1990) with a duration of 309 ls, off-resonance on 13C0

at 177 ppm; pulses d and e are selective off-resonance 13C0 pulses,

with d being a 90� Sinc pulse with duration 378 ls, and e being a

180� Sinc (central lobe) pulse with duration 309 ls on a 700 MHz

spectrometer. All pulses were applied along the x-axis unless

indicated otherwise above the pulse symbol. The following phase

cycles were used: u1 = 2(x), 2(-x); u2 = -u1; u3 = 4(x), 8(-x),

4(x); u4 = 4(x), 4(-x); u5 = -x, -y or -x, y (for even or odd

number of increments); u6 = -y; u7 = -u6; urec = a, 2(-a), a
(receiver phase) with a = -y, x, y, -x. Quadrature detection for the

indirect dimensions was achieved for t1(13Ca) and t2(13C0) by States-

TPPI (Marion et al. 1989) incrementing phases u3 and u4, and for

t3(15N) by the echo-antiecho method (Kay et al. 1992) incrementing

u5, u6 and u7. For 13Ca constant time, and for 15N semi-constant time

evolution periods were used. The trigonometric addition theorem was

used to obtain pure cosine and sine terms for a subsequent

hypercomplex Fourier transformation (Brutscher et al. 1995; Kupce

and Freeman 2003). The sine-bell shaped pulsed field gradient (PFG)

pulses were applied with a length of 800 ls and the following

strengths: G1: 10.5 G/cm; G2: 27.5 G/cm; G3: 33 G/cm; G4: 40.2

G/cm; G5: 8.3 G/cm; G6: 17.6 G/cm
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with 29 projections within 33 h. After automated serial

processing of the 2D projections with Prosa 6.1 (Güntert

et al. 1992), peaks were picked in the projection spectra by

GAPRO (Hiller et al. 2005a) which further calculated from

these 2D peak lists the 4D peak positions. The 4D TROSY

APSY-HNCACO and 4D TROSY APSY-HNCOCA peak

lists were merged with MATLAB (R2010b, The Math-

Works, Natick, MA, USA) based on the chemical shifts

of the 1HN–15N moieties to an inter-residue 6D
13Ci-1

a –13C0i-1–1Hi
N–15Ni–

13Ci
a–13C0i peak list. As corre-

lation criteria, threshold ellipses were used. The elliptical

approach makes the matching conditions for the different

dimensions interdependent, i.e., values close to the

threshold in one dimension are passing only when the other

dimensions are more precise. The 4D TROSY APSY-

HNCACB and -HN(CO)CACB peak lists were merged

correspondingly to a 6D 13Ci-1
a –13Ci–1

b –1Hi
N–15Ni–

13-

Ci
a–13Ci

b peak list. These 6D chemical shift lists were used

as input for MARS (Jung and Zweckstetter 2004) or UNIO/

MATCH (Volk et al. 2008) for subsequent sequential res-

onance assignment strategies. Detailed parameters of the

measurement and analysis of the experiments are provided

in the Supplementary Material.

Results and discussion

TROSY based 4D triple resonance HNCACO/HNCOCA

pulse sequences have been published before (Yang and

Kay 1999; Konrat et al. 1999). We derived our 4D pulse

sequences based on more recent 3D pulse sequences

(Werner-Allen et al. 2006), due to the more favorable

properties such as increased sensitivity, and the option for

parallel MQ evolution. The latter becomes a significant

advantage only when the experiments are measured with

novel sampling methods, such as APSY, since they allow

exploiting the maximally possible evolution time.

The data for the variant of the presented method with the

4D TROSY APSY-HNCACO and the 4D TROSY APSY-

HNCOCA experiment was measured as 66 projections

within 53 h. The GAPRO analysis was performed with

parameters that allowed the inclusion of peaks close to the

noise level, and led to 436 and 633 entries in the 4D HNC-

OCA and 4D HNCACO peak lists, respectively. Merging of

the two 4D peak lists by 1Hi
N–15Ni correlation resulted in 314

inter-residue 6D 13Ci-1
a –13C0i-1–1Hi

N–15Ni–
13Ci

a–13C0i spin

systems using threshold ellipses with axes 0.05/0.2/0.2/

0.2 ppm for 1HN/15N/13C0/13Ca. The average difference of

matched chemical shifts in the 15N and the 1HN dimension

was 0.03 and 0.002 ppm, respectively. The analysis by the

MARS software (Jung and Zweckstetter 2004) resulted in a

backbone assignment with a completeness of 85 %. The

average difference of matched 13Ca and 13C0 chemical shifts

was 0.03 ppm. Based on these values we could estimate the

precision of chemical shifts in the APSY peak lists to be

about 20 times higher than for conventional peak lists: these

are usually limited to the spectral resolution of the spectra in

which the peaks are picked. A more thorough discussion of

the precision of chemical shifts in APSY peak lists can be

found, e.g., in (Hiller and Wider 2011).

The same procedure was applied with the experiments

that include 13Cb: Merging of the two 4D correlation list to

a 6D 13Ci-1
a –13Ci-1

b –1Hi
N–15Ni–

13Ci
a–13Ci

b peak list and

automated assignment resulted again in a completeness of

about 85 %. The result was robust with respect to a range

of analysis parameters, as noted in the Supplementary

Material. For the current application, a lower number of

projections would have been sufficient for the same result,

but would require more tedious parameter adjustments. The

main time savings with this APSY method is the circum-

vention of labor-intensive and tedious manual assignment

procedures which can take months. The measurement of a

reasonable number of projection spectra (for details see the

data sets in the Supplementary Materials) ensures the

efficiency and reliability of the processing and analysis

procedure.

The two sets of experiments have intrinsic features

which differentiate their potential applications. The back-

bone experiments that do not include 13Cb provide poten-

tially higher sensitivity (see comparison in Fig. 3), in

particular when applied with proteins obtained from media

in D2O with protonated glucose, where the 13Ca are almost

fully deuterated whereas the 1Hb are only partially

(50–70 %) replaced by deuterons which reduces the sen-

sitivity of experiments with 13Cb evolution. Still, as a basis

for a full resonance assignment the experiments that

include 13Cb will be used. However, the assignment of 13Cb

is often not necessary, e.g., when the backbone dynamics

shall be investigated, hence the more sensitive pair of

experiments can be used.

The combination of the peak lists of all four experiments

to 8D spin systems and a subsequent MARS analysis

resulted in a backbone assignment completeness of 90 %.

95 % of all residues had at least two chemical shifts

assigned. The assignments of the different approaches were

verified by comparing them and by checking the matching

precisions. Using the verified assignment based on all

experiments, we found that for the HNCACO/HNCOCA

assignment all fragments with lengths of 4–48 residues

proved to be mapped correctly to the protein sequence with

the exception of two 4-residue fragments. The chemical

shift information of these fragments was not characteristic

enough to allow unambiguous placement onto the ORF904

sequence based on backbone chemical shifts only; the

amino-acid specific chemical shift of 13Cb could have

helped in these cases. The completeness of the correct
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automated assignment was, however, still 85 % even

without 13Cb resonances. For sensitivity-limited cases, and

especially for proteins with ‘‘backbone deuteration’’, the
13C0-experiments may often be favorable as a basis for

backbone assignments.

The resolution of overlaps and the high precision that

can be obtained with these experiments are particularly

noteworthy when considering that ORF904 contains only

15 % of b-sheets, with the resulting poor dispersion of

resonances. The high sensitivity of the experiments with

ORF904 originates partially from the experimental tem-

perature of 50 �C. However, at the magnetic field used the

two APSY experiments could be measured significantly

faster than conventional 3D versions of these two experi-

ments with the same maximal evolution times, in spite of

the additional dimension and the significantly higher pre-

cision of the resulting 4D information. In addition, often

more 3D experiments are required for complete sequential

resonance assignment. The short measurement time in our

case leaves room for applications at lower temperatures or

at other less favorable conditions.

For the deuterated 38 kDa ORF904 protein, the opti-

mized 4D TROSY HNCACO/HNCOCA experiments or

the 4D TROSY HNCACB/HN(CO)CACB experiments

measured with APSY have proven to be powerful tools for

the assignment of backbone resonances. We were able to

significantly extend the molecular weight of proteins for

which higher-dimensional experiments and automated

assignment are feasible. The sensitivity and resolution of

the presented 4D TROSY APSY experiments allowed

automated assignment of 90 % of the protein backbone and
13Cb resonances of ORF904, the archaeo-eukaryotic pri-

mase-polymerase of plasmid pRN1 (Beck et al. 2010). The

procedure proved also highly efficient: a total of 5 days of

acquisition and 3 days of analysis were sufficient to

achieve the presented results for all four 4D experiments. If

only one set of two complementary TROSY APSY

experiments is measured, as will be sufficient for many

applications, only half the time is required. In principle, the

pulse sequences of these 4D experiments could also be

used to acquire the full dimensionality spectra, e.g., using

sparse sampling (Orekhov et al. 2003; Jaravine et al. 2008).

However, we believe that their use with APSY was

important for the success of the assignment. Artifacts

arising from spectral reconstruction do not appear with

APSY experiments; the processing algorithm GAPRO even

eliminates common spectral artifacts and directly provides

highly precise chemical shift values, which supply the basis

for unambiguous matching and hence reliable automated

backbone assignment.
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